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Abstract 
恥的bsch-Gordan coefficients  for 也.e product of SU(3)  represe胸­
tions  3*  QìI  15, required  for 伽 cal叫ation of the  SU(3) 肌肉tudes of 
bottom  meson  de闊ys ， are  obtained by. adopting  the  p旭se convention  of 
Baird and Biedenham. 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
The recent discoveryl  of three ex仕emely narrow'states  γ(9 ， 4) ， γ咒 10.0) ，
γ"  (1 0.3)仰自ests the existence of a  new quantum num  ber called “bottom." 
Consequently,  there  should  also  be  new  f1avored  p位ticles ， ca11ed “boUom 
particles," which  carry 位lis new quantum number.  That this is indeed theωse 
is  evidenced  ":Jy  the.  discovery2  of a  fourth resonance  γ "， (10.5), which has a 
broad width of about 20 MeV.  The broad width of  γg'， SU臨的ts thatγ."  decays ‘ 
direct1y into BB pairs, each carrying a single bottom quark. We are thus provided 
with a source ofB mesons whose decay we can.oQserve. 
A study of the decays of boHom mesons may provide us with  useful 扭扭
fonnation on the nature of weak interactions. However, the non1eptonic decays 
are complicated by the interplay of weak and strong interactions. At present, a 
reliable dynamica1  calculation of 位le QCD corrected deèay rate is  st立11acking. On 
the  other  hand,  the  symmetry  approach  is  expected  to  provide  a  reliable 
framework  for systematic study on non1eptonic decays3fl.  Since mb>> mc the 
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